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n extension of the South Light Rail
Transit (SLRT) system for the City of
Edmonton was completed by a
tunnelling contractor in 2004. The

twin tunnel extension brought the SLRT
from 6 metres below grade up to street
level to extend the SLRT system to the
south side of the city.

Design challenges associated with SLRT
twin tunnel extension included strict
settlement control due to sensitive
structures (including University of Alberta
and adjacent hospital structures) and tight
radius curves due to alignment
requirements. The ground conditions were
soft, silty sands with a high water table that
increased drastically during spring thaw.
Precast gasketed tunnel segments were
installed to provide final twin tunnel
diameters of 10 metres each.

From completion of tunnel construction
to 2007, various water leaks occurred
between the precast segments, from grout

ports, as well as at the interface of the twin
tunnels and the underground SLRT station
bulkhead. Local contractors performed
regular maintenance procedures on behalf
of the tunnelling contractor with limited
success. Injection of polyurethane resin
was used at various locations throughout
the entire length of the tunnel.This
method succeeded for most of the twin
tunnels except for the final l5 metres
where the tunnels interfaced with the
underground station. This section
experienced higher water inflows
compared to any other location in the
tunnel, compounded by a high water table
level at this location.

The tunnel contractor retained
Multiurethanes, a full-service engineering

firm specializing in difficult and
challenging water inflow and soil
stabilization projects, to deliver a final
resolution to these troublesome water
infl ow problems. Multiurethanes mobilized
two grouting crews (with four technicians
per crew) to troubleshoot the situation
during two weekend SLRT system
shutdowns (one tunnel per weekend) from
Friday night to Sunday night.

Two chemical grouting methods were
used to stop the water inflows; precise
injections into the most problematic areas
(i.e., tunnel/station interface and grout
ports) and wide spread injection to deal
with the leaking joints of the precast

segments. The second method
(overcoming water inflows at the tunnel

A pneumatic chemicol pump is used to
mix and deliver grouting moterial.

Multiurethanes universsl resin is injected into grout ports through
the precost tunnel segments as well as the bulk heod ot the tunnel-
station interface (as shown in the bockground).




